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ABSTRACT

The ability to accurately interpret large image scenes is often depen-
dent on the ability to extract relevant contextual, domain-specific in-
formation from different parts of the scene. Traditionally, techniques
such as multi-scale (i.e. multi-resolution) frameworks and hierarchi-
cal classifiers have been used to analyze large images. In this paper
we present a novel framework that classifies entire images based on
quantitative features extracted from fields of view (FOVs) of varying
sizes (i.e. multi-FOV scheme). The boosted multi-FOV classifier is
subsequently applied to the task of computerized breast cancer grad-
ing (low vs. high) in digitized, whole-slide histopathology images.
First an image is split up into many FOVs at different FOV sizes. In
each FOV, cancer nuclei are automatically detected and used to con-
struct graphs (Voronoi Diagram, Delaunay Triangulation, Minimum
Spanning Tree). Features describing spatial arrangement of the nu-
clei are extracted and used to train a boosted classifier that predicts
image class for each FOV size. The resulting predictions are then
passed to the boosted multi-FOV classifier, which weights individual
FOV sizes based on their ability to discriminate low and high grade
BCa. Using slides from 55 patients, boosted classifiers were con-
structed using both multi-FOV and multi-scale frameworks, result-
ing in area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC)
values of 0.816 and 0.791, respectively.

Index Terms— Breast cancer grading, computer-aided diagno-
sis, AdaBoost, multi-FOV, multi-scale, digital pathology

1. INTRODUCTION

In image processing, multi-scale (i.e. multi-resolution) schemes [1]
are traditionally used to interpret contextual information at differ-
ent scales of an image scene. Most multi-scale frameworks, which
operate by exposing a single field of view (FOV) to classifiers at
multiple image resolutions (Figure 1(b)), are useful for quantifying
large-scale image patterns. Analyzing domain-specific image archi-
tecture, however, is more challenging since it remains invariant to
changes in scale (although our visual perception and ability to detect
objects within the image will vary). Contrary to a multi-scale sys-
tem, a multi-FOV scheme uses a fixed scale (i.e. resolution) and ex-
tracts features at FOVs of different sizes (Figure 1(a)). A multi-FOV
scheme is advantageous for highly heterogeneous images, where it
is not clear which FOV sizes will produce discriminatory features.

This work was made possible by the Wallace H. Coulter Foun-
dation, New Jersey Commission on Cancer Research, National Can-
cer Institute (R01CA136535-01, R01CA14077201, R21CA12718601, and
R03CA143991-01), and The Cancer Institute of New Jersey.

For example, in the context of a breast cancer digital slide (Fig-
ure 1(a)), while the smallest FOV (i.e. leftmost image) simply looks
like necrotic tissue, the medium-sized FOV (i.e. center image) would
be accurately classified as ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS). At the
other end of the spectrum, the largest FOV (i.e. rightmost image)
containing both DCIS and invasive cancer would be classified am-
biguously since it is too heterogeneous.

Hierarchical classifiers (Figure 2(a)) are commonly used in con-
junction with multi-scale schemes [1], whereby the data S1 exposed
to classifier C1 is dependent on the prediction C0 made at the previ-
ous level. Hierarchical classifiers are able to increase computational
efficiency by analyzing only relevant data. However, they are in-
herently serial processes that cannot leverage integration techniques
(e.g. consensus) to more effectively combine predictions returned
by C0, C1, and C2. On the other hand, parallel classifiers (Fig-
ure 2(b)) simultaneously expose different amounts of data (S0, S1,
S2), extract relevant features (f0, f1, f2), and perform classification
(C0, C1, C2) independently before finding a consensus (Σ) among
the individual predictors. For instance, Breiman showed that bag-
ging (i.e. aggregating many independent weak learners) will lead
to improved performance over a majority of the individual weak
learners [2]. Another popular classifier ensemble scheme is Boost-
ing [3], which aims to improve overall performance by identifying
and weighting individual weak learners that contain class discrimi-
natory information.

In this paper, we present a parallel, boosted [3], multi-FOV clas-
sifier to analyze large, heterogeneous images, while addressing lim-
itations present in both the hierarchical and multi-scale frameworks
(Figure 3). First, at each FOV size, image features are extracted from
a number of FOVs and a Boosted classifier is trained to identify the
best features. Independent predictions are made at each FOV size us-
ing a Boosted classification ensemble. A second Boosted classifier,
which combines the outputs of the Boosted ensembles at each fixed
FOV size, implicitly assign weights to the FOV sizes based on class
discriminability. This Boosted multi-FOV classifier yields a single
class prediction for the entire image. By embedding the problem
within a Boosted framework, one does not need to empirically de-
termine the optimal FOV size for classification, rather the approach
combines the best discriminatory information across all FOV sizes.

In microscopy, changes in scale (i.e. magnification or resolu-
tion) are inextricably linked to changes in FOV size. Thus, pathol-
ogists naturally incorporate different scales and FOV sizes before
arriving at a diagnosis based on a patient slide. Although clini-
cians perform this task implicitly, the a priori selection of an opti-
mal FOV (i.e. image patch) size for computerized analysis of entire
histopathology slides is not straightforward. Previous work on histo-
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Illustration showing differences between (a) multi-FOV and (b) multi-scale frameworks. The multi-FOV framework maintains a fixed
scale while analyzing several FOV sizes; conversely, the multi-scale framework maintains a fixed FOV while examining several scales.
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Fig. 2. Illustrations showing the difference between the (a) hierar-
chical and (b) parallel classifier frameworks. S is the data exposed
to analysis, f represents features extracted from S, and C is the clas-
sifier that generates a class prediction for S. For the parallel frame-
work, the integration of individual classifiers is denoted Σ.

logical image analysis (for detection or grading) has involved select-
ing a fixed FOV size empirically based on classification results [4, 5].
The application of hierarchical, multi-scale classifiers has been con-
siderably more popular for analysis of large, high-resolution digi-
tized histopathology images [1, 6]. In [7], two specific FOV sizes
were chosen to help classify breast cancer (BCa) nuclei into mor-
phological categories; however, the choice of FOV sizes was not
justified.

In this work, a Boosted multi-FOV framework is leveraged for
the problem of breast cancer (BCa) grading on digitized histopathol-
ogy. Discriminating low and high grade tumors is an important task
since high grades are linked to poor patient outcome. In [5], we
demonstrated a system that distinguished low and high grade BCa
histopathology FOVs based solely on graph-based image features
describing arrangement of cancer nuclei. However, due to the het-
erogeneity in BCa [8] (Figure 1(a)), predictions based on isolated
FOVs may not accurately represent the level of malignancy in an
entire histopathology slide.

The key contributions of this paper are:

• A multi-FOV framework that obviates the need for a priori
determination of optimal FOV size,

• A Boosted classification scheme that weights predictions
from multiple FOV sizes based on their discriminability, and

• An instantiation of the Boosted multi-FOV classifier for the
problem of BCa grading.

2. BOOSTED MULTI-FOV CLASSIFIER

An image scene C = (C, g) is defined as a 2D set of pixels
c ∈ C with associated intensity function g and class label Y(C) =
{0, 1}. For each C and FOV size τ ∈ T , a grid containing FOVs
Dτ = {dτ

1 , dτ
2 , . . . , dτ

M} is constructed, where dτ
m ∈ C, m ∈

{1, 2, . . . , M} is a square FOV with edge length of τ pixels. We
define f(dτ

m) as the function that extracts features from each dτ
m.

Grid construction and feature extraction are repeated likewise for
each τ ∈ T .
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Fig. 3. A flowchart outlining the methodological steps contained in
the Boosted multi-FOV classifier.

2.1. Theoretical Motivation for Consensus-Based Approach

The theory supporting consensus over multiple FOVs demonstrates
that a consensus predictor is inherently superior to classifica-
tion at individual FOV sizes. A consensus predictor over mul-

tiple FOV sizes is defined as H(D) = Eτ

[
ĥ(Dτ , τ )

]
, where

D = {Dτ : ∀τ ∈ T} is the collective data over all FOV
sizes, ĥ is a meta-classifier (Section 2.2) for each τ , and Eτ

is the expectation of ĥ(Dτ , τ ) at FOV size τ ∈ T . The mean
squared error of classification at individual FOV sizes is given by

eτ = Eτ

[
Y − ĥ(Dτ , τ )

]
2

and the error of the consensus predictor

is given by eA = [Y − H(D)]2.

Proposition 1. Given independent classifiers at FOV sizes τ ∈
{t1, t2, . . . , tN}, eτ ≥ eA.
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Proof.

eτ = Eτ

[
Y − ĥ(Dτ

, τ )
]
2

= Y2 − 2YEτ

[
ĥ(Dτ

, τ )
]

+ Eτ

[
ĥ

2(Dτ
, τ )

]

Since Eτ

[
ĥ

2(Dτ
, τ )

]
≥

[
Eτ

[
ĥ(Dτ

, τ )
]]

2

,

≥ Y2 − 2YEτ

[
ĥ(Dτ

, τ )
]

+
[
Eτ

[
ĥ(Dτ

, τ )
]]2

≥ Y2 − 2YH(D) + H
2(D)

≥ [Y −H(D)]2

≥ eA

Note that the consensus classifier for multiple FOV sizes is sim-
ilar to Boosting [3]. However, instead of combining weak learners,
independent predictors at different FOV sizes are used as the “weak”
classifiers used to build the “strong” consensus result. To this end,
Proposition 1 ensures that the consensus error eA will always be less
than the mean error eτ of individual FOV size classifiers. A key
assumption made by the consensus classifier is that predictors at in-
dividual FOV sizes are independent of one another. We believe this
to be a valid claim, especially when using the multi-FOV framework
to quantify the architecture of highly heterogeneous images.

2.2. Application of Boosting to Determine Optimal FOV Sizes

Using AdaBoost [3], a Boosted meta-classifier ĥBo(H, τ ) =∑I

j=1
ατ

j H(Dτ , τ ) is generated for each FOV size τ ∈ T , where
H(Dτ , τ ) is the aggregate class prediction (Section 2.3) at FOV size
τ , ατ used to calculate the weight associated with H(Dτ , τ ), and I

is the number of iterations in the AdaBoost algorithm. Note that
we are able to construct ĥ only because predictions H(Dτ , τ ) have
been calculated in parallel ∀τ ∈ T .

2.3. Integrated FOV Size Prediction via Boosted FOV Classifier

AdaBoost [3] allows for implict weighting of each FOV based on the
performance of the Boosted classifier at each FOV size. A strong
classifier h(dτ

m, f) =
∑I

j=1
αf

jh(dτ , f) is generated, where h ∈

{0, 1} is a weak classifier for FOV dτ and αf is used to weight
individual features in f based on class discriminability.

Algorithm 1 Boosted FOV Classifier

Input: Image C. FOV sizes T = {t1, t2, . . . , tN}. Strong classifier
h(dτ

m, f).
Output: Aggregate prediction H(Dτ , τ ) for each FOV size τ ∈ T .

1: for all τ ∈ T do
2: From C, define M , τ × τ FOVs Dτ = {dτ

1 , dτ
2 , . . . , dτ

M}.
3: Extract features f from dτ

m, ∀m ∈ M .
4: Apply strong classifier h(dτ

m, f) for Boosted classification of
each dτ

m.
5: Make aggregate prediction H(Dτ , τ ) = 1

M

∑M

m=1
h(dτ

m, f)
over all FOVs Dτ .

6: end for

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS

3.1. Dataset

The Boosted multi-FOV classifier is leveraged for the task of distin-
guishing low and high grades in BCa histopathology images. Hema-
toxylin and eosin stained histopathology slides from 55 patients (36
low grade, 19 high grade) at the Hospital of the University of Penn-
sylvania were digitized via a whole slide scanner at 10x magnifica-
tion (1 μm/pixel resolution). Each slide C is accompanied by (1)
annotations from an expert pathologist denoting large regions of in-
terest containing invasive cancer and (2) Bloom-Richardson (BR)
grade labels denoting low (BR 3-5) or high (BR 7-9) grade. A wide
range of FOV sizes (T = {250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000} pixels) was
selected for analysis.

3.2. Architectural Feature Extraction

In [5], we showed that quantifying the spatial arrangement of cancer
nuclei plays an important role in distinguish low and high grade BCa
histopathology. In this paper, nuclei are automatically detected (Fig-
ures 4(b), (e)) in each dτ

m by using color deconvolution [9] to isolate
the hematoxylin stain. FOVs are disqualified from further analysis
if (a) at least 50% of the FOV does not fall within the annotation de-
noting invasive cancer or (b) a minimum of 20 nuclei are not found.
The detected cancer nuclei are used as vertices for construction of the
Voronoi Diagram, Delaunay Triangulation, and Minimum Spanning
Tree graphs (Figures 4(c), (f)), from which a total of 50 architectural
features f(dτ

m) are extracted from each dτ
m (Table 1) [5, 10].

Type # Description
Voronoi
Diagram

13 Polygon area, perimeter, chord length:
mean, std. dev., min/max ratio, disorder

Delaunay
Triangulation

8 Triangle side length, area: mean, std.
dev., min/max ratio, disorder

Minimum
Spanning Tree

4 Edge length: mean, std. dev., min/max
ratio, disorder

Nearest
Neighbor

25 Density of nuclei, distance to nearest nu-
clei

Table 1. Description of the 50 architectural features extracted from
the Voronoi Diagram, Delaunay Triangulation, and Minimum Span-
ning Tree graphs constructed for each FOV.

3.3. Comparison with Multi-Scale Framework

A multi-scale framework was used for comparison against the multi-
FOV scheme described in Section 2. In the multi-scale framework,
analysis is performed at a single FOV (τ = 4000 pixels). Instead, a
variety of scales κ ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4} μm/pixel are examined con-
currently as illustrated in Figure 1(b). The extraction of architectural
features and construction of a Boosted classifier, are analogous to the
methods previously described in Sections 3.2 and 2, respectively.

3.4. Quantitative Results

For comparison with the Boosted classifier, a balanced classifier
ĥBa(H, τ ) = H(Dτ , τ ) was also defined with equal weighting
for predictions made at each τ ∈ T . For the multi-FOV classifier,
Table 2 shows that the balanced consensus scheme ĥBa produced
an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC)
value of 0.776, outperforming three of the five individual FOV
sizes ({4000, 2000, 250} pixels). This result supports Proposition
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 4. Breast cancer histology images are shown representing (a) low and (d) high grade BCa along with (b), (e) cancer nuclei automatically
detected via color deconvolution. Nuclei are used as vertices for construction of graphs such as (c), (f) the Delaunay Triangulation, from
which features describing the tissue architecture are extracted.

1 since the Boosted multi-FOV approach leads to improved slide
classification without any prior knowledge of the optimal FOV size.
Further, the AUC of 0.816 produced by the Boosted scheme ĥBo

is comparable to the performance of the best individual FOV size
τ = 500 (AUC = 0.819). Both the largest (τ = 4000 pixels)
and smallest (τ = 250 pixels) FOV sizes perform poorly, produc-
ing AUC values of 0.573 and 0.605, respectively. The result for
τ = 4000 underscores the danger of analyzing large FOV sizes in
BCa histopathology, namely excessive heterogeneity in the sample
leading to misclassification. Similarly, τ = 250 represents a FOV
size that is too small and thus lacks sufficient data to accurately
reflect tumor grade.

The trends from the multi-scale classifier are similar to those
from the multi-FOV classifier in that the Boosted classifier outper-
forms all individual scales with an AUC of 0.791. In contrast, the
highest AUC values from individual scales κ = 1 μm and κ = 2 μm
produce the highest AUC values of any individual scales (0.782 and
0.789, respectively). The poor result from κ = 4 μm (AUC = 0.640)
suggests that there is insufficient information to detect and quantify
tissue architecture at such low resolutions. Although the multi-FOV
system outperforms the multi-scale approach, both Boosted classi-
fiers are noteworthy since they achieve high AUC values without
prior knowledge regarding optimal FOV size.

Multi-FOV AUC Multi-Scale AUC
τ = 4000 0.573 κ = 0.25 0.765
τ = 2000 0.702 κ = 0.5 0.741
τ = 1000 0.787 κ = 1 0.782
τ = 500 0.819 κ = 2 0.789
τ = 250 0.605 κ = 4 0.640

Consensus: Balanced 0.776 Consensus: Balanced 0.756
Consensus: Boosted 0.816 Consensus: Boosted 0.791

Table 2. Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(AUC) values for multi-FOV and multi-scale frameworks (using ar-
chitectural features). In both cases the consensus approaches tend to
outperform the majority of individual classifiers, with the Boosted
multi-FOV classifier outperforming the multi-scale classifier.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented a Boosted multi-FOV framework
that classifies large images based on independent, concurrent pre-
dictions made at different FOV sizes. The Boosted classifier uti-
lizes AdaBoost for identifying and weighting (a) architectural fea-
tures that improve classification of FOVs and (b) individual FOV
sizes that improve classification of the entire image. Note that it is

not possible to know a priori the optimal FOV size for a specific ap-
plication. Hence while the Boosted classifier may not surpass every
FOV size, it should outperform a majority of the individual classi-
fiers. Empirical testing was performed via classification of low and
high grade BCa histopathology slides based on features describing
the spatial arrangement of cancer nuclei. The key contributions of
this paper are (1) parallel, independent classifiers operating at vari-
ous FOV sizes that eliminate the need for a priori selection of opti-
mal FOV size and (2) a Boosted classifier that applies weights to spe-
cific FOV sizes based on their relative importance in discriminating
between two image classes. Future work will focus on integrating
the multi-scale and multi-FOV approaches and extracting additional
image features.
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